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History education, by nature, transmits an ‘official’ version of national identity. National identity is not a fixed entity, and controversy over
history teaching is an essential part of the process of redefining and regenerating the nation. France and the United States have in particular
experienced demographic and cultural shifts since the 1960s that have resulted in intense debates over national identity. This volume
examines how each country’s national history is represented in primary schools’ social studies textbooks and curricula, and how they handle
contemporary issues of ethnicity, diversity, gender, socio-economic inequality, and patriotism. By analyzing each country separately and
comparatively, it demonstrates how various groups (including academics, politicians and citizen activists) have influenced education, and how
the process of writing and rewriting history perpetuates a nation. Drawing on empirical studies of the United States and France, this volume
provides insight into broader nationalist processes and instructive principles for similar countries in the modern world.
A study of Native literature from the perspective of national sovereignty and self-determination.
In the 1940s, American thought experienced a cataclysmic paradigm shift. Before then, national ideology was shaped by American
exceptionalism and bourgeois nationalism: elites saw themselves as the children of a homogeneous nation standing outside the history and
culture of the Old World. This view repressed the cultures of those who did not fit the elite vision: people of color, Catholics, Jews, and
immigrants. David W. Noble, a preeminent figure in American studies, inherited this ideology. However, like many who entered the field in the
1940s, he rejected the ideals of his intellectual predecessors and sought a new, multicultural, post-national scholarship. Throughout his
career, Noble has examined this rupture in American intellectual life. In Death of a Nation, he presents the culmination of decades of thought
in a sweeping treatise on the shaping of contemporary American studies and an eloquent summation of his distinguished career. Exploring
the roots of American exceptionalism, Noble demonstrates that it was a doomed ideology. Capitalists who believed in a bounded nationalism
also depended on a boundless, international marketplace. This contradiction was inherently unstable, and the belief in a unified national
landscape exploded in World War II. The rupture provided an opening for alternative narratives as class, ethnicity, race, and region were
reclaimed as part of the nation's history. Noble traces the effects of this shift among scholars and artists, and shows how even today they
struggle to imagine an alternative postnational narrative and seek the meaning of local and national cultures in an increasingly transnational
world. While Noble illustrates the challenges thatthe paradigm shift created, he also suggests solutions that will help scholars avoid
romanticized and reductive approaches toward the study of American culture in the future.
Vodou Nation examines art music by Haitian and African American composers who were inspired by Haitis history as a nation created by
slave revolt.
The definitive biography of Dadabhai Naoroji, the nineteenth-century activist who founded the Indian National Congress, was the first British
MP of Indian origin, and inspired Gandhi and Nehru. Mahatma Gandhi called Dadabhai Naoroji the “father of the nation,” a title that today is
reserved for Gandhi himself. Dinyar Patel examines the extraordinary life of this foundational figure in India’s modern political history, a
devastating critic of British colonialism who served in Parliament as the first-ever Indian MP, forged ties with anti-imperialists around the
world, and established self-rule or swaraj as India’s objective. Naoroji’s political career evolved in three distinct phases. He began as the
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activist who formulated the “drain of wealth” theory, which held the British Raj responsible for India’s crippling poverty and devastating
famines. His ideas upended conventional wisdom holding that colonialism was beneficial for Indian subjects and put a generation of imperial
officials on the defensive. Next, he attempted to influence the British Parliament to institute political reforms. He immersed himself in British
politics, forging links with socialists, Irish home rulers, suffragists, and critics of empire. With these allies, Naoroji clinched his landmark
election to the House of Commons in 1892, an event noticed by colonial subjects around the world. Finally, in his twilight years he grew
disillusioned with parliamentary politics and became more radical. He strengthened his ties with British and European socialists, reached out
to American anti-imperialists and Progressives, and fully enunciated his demand for swaraj. Only self-rule, he declared, could remedy the
economic ills brought about by British control in India. Naoroji is the first comprehensive study of the most significant Indian nationalist leader
before Gandhi.
New in paperback As we ask anew in these troubled times what it means to be an American, You, the People provides perspective by casting
its eye over the answers given by past U.S. presidents in their addresses to the public. Who is an American, and who is not? And yet, as
Vanessa Beasley demonstrates in this eloquent exploration of a century of presidential speeches, the questions are not new. Since the
Founders first identified the nation as “we, the people,” the faces and accents of U.S. citizens have changed dramatically due to immigration
and other constitutive changes. U.S. presidents have often spoken as if there were one monolithic American people. Here Beasley traces
rhetorical constructions of American national identity in presidents’ inaugural addresses and state of the union messages from 1885 through
2000. She argues convincingly that while the demographics of the voting citizenry changed rapidly during this period, presidential definitions
of American national identity did not. Chief executives have consistently employed a rhetoric of American nationalism that is simultaneously
inclusive and exclusive; Beasley examines both the genius and the limitations of this language.
This is the first book to stress the need for study of regional and local politics as an integral part of the history of the Congress.
Indian Nation documents the contributions of Native Americans to the notion of American nationhood and to concepts of American identity at
a crucial, defining time in U.S. history. Departing from previous scholarship, Cheryl Walker turns the "usual" questions on their heads, asking
not how whites experienced indigenous peoples, but how Native Americans envisioned the United States as a nation. This project unfolds a
narrative of participatory resistance in which Indians themselves sought to transform the discourse of nationhood. Walker examines the
rhetoric and writings of nineteenth-century Native Americans, including William Apess, Black Hawk, George Copway, John Rollin Ridge, and
Sarah Winnemucca. Demonstrating with unique detail how these authors worked to transform venerable myths and icons of American
identity, Indian Nation chronicles Native American participation in the forming of an American nationalism in both published texts and
speeches that were delivered throughout the United States. Pottawattomie Chief Simon Pokagon's "The Red Man's Rebuke," an important
document of Indian oratory, is published here in its entirety for the first time since 1893. By looking at this writing through the lens of the best
theoretical work on nationality, postcoloniality, and the subaltern, Walker creates a new and encompassing picture of the relationship
between Native Americans and whites. She shows that, contrary to previous studies, America in the nineteenth century was intercultural in
significant ways.

How do we define nationalism? Who is a good nationalist? Do you become anti-national if you criticize the government? These are
questions that overwhelm most debates today, but these discussions are not new. And while the loudest voices would have us
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believe that Indian nationalism is (and has always been) a narrow, parochial, xenophobic one, our finest political leaders, thinkers,
scientists and writers have been debating the concept since the early nineteenth century and come to a different conclusion.
Nationalism as we understand it today first came into being more than a hundred years ago. Studied by historians, political
scientists and sociologists for its role in world history, it remains one of the strongest driving forces in politics and also the most
malleable one. A double-edged sword, it can be a binding force or a deeply divisive instrument used to cause strife around
political, cultural, linguistic or, more importantly, religious identities. In this anthology, historian S. Irfan Habib traces the growth and
development of nationalism in India from the late nineteenth century through its various stages: liberal, religion-centric,
revolutionary, cosmopolitan, syncretic, eclectic, right liberal...The views of our most important thinkers and leaders-Mahatma
Gandhi, Jawaharlal Nehru, C. Rajajgopalachari, Bhagat Singh, Bal Gangadhar Tilak, Sarojini Naidu, B. R. Ambedkar,
Rabindranath Tagore, M. N. Roy, Maulana Azad, Jayaprakash Narayan and others-remind us what nationalism should mean and
the kind of inclusive, free and humanistic nation that we should continue to build.
Presents an interdisciplinary analysis of the recent developments of Native American nationalism and nationhood in the United
States and Canada. Bringing together perspectives from a variety of disciplines, this book provides an interdisciplinary approach to
the emerging discussion on Indigenous nationhood. The contributors argue for the centrality of nationhood and nation building in
molding and, concurrently, blending the political, social, economic, and cultural strategies toward Native American self-definitions
and self-determination. Included among the common themes is the significance of space—conceived both as traditional territory
and colonial reservation—in the current construction of Native national identity. Whether related to historical memory and the
narrativization of peoplehood, the temporality of indigenous claims to sovereignty, or the demarcation of successful financial
assets as cultural and social emblems of indigenous space, territory constitutes an inalienable and necessary element connecting
Native American peoplehood and nationhood. The creation and maintenance of Native American national identity have also
overcome structural territorial impediments and may benefit from the inclusivity of citizenship rather than the exclusivity of
ethnicity. In all cases, the political effectiveness of nationhood in promoting and sustaining sovereignty presupposes Native full
participation in and control over economic development, the formation of historical narrative and memory, the definition of legality,
and governance.
Advances critical conversations in Native American literary studies by situating its subject in global, transnational, and modernizing
contexts. Since the rise of the Native American Renaissance in literature and culture during the American civil rights period, a rich
critical discourse has been developed to provide a range of interpretive frameworks for the study, recovery, and teaching of Native
American literary and cultural production. For the past few decades the dominant framework has been nationalism, a critical
perspective placing emphasis on specific tribal nations and nationalist concepts. While this nationalist intervention has produced
important insights and questions regarding Native American literature, culture, and politics it has not always attended to the
important fact that Native texts and writers have also always been globalized. The World, the Text, and the Indian breaks from this
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framework by examining Native American literature not for its tribal-national significance but rather its connections to global,
transnational, and cosmopolitan forces. Essays by leading scholars in the field assume that Native American literary and cultural
production is global in character; even claims to sovereignty and self-determination are made in global contexts and influenced by
global forces. Spanning from the nineteenth century to the present day, these analyses of theories, texts, and methods—from transindigenous to cosmopolitan, George Copway to Sherman Alexie, and indigenous feminism to book history—interrogate the dialects
of global indigeneity and settler colonialism in literary and visual culture.
With ethnic and class-based national movements taking center stage in countries like Bolivia and Venezuela, nationalism has
proven to be one of the most durable and important movements in Latin America. In understanding the history of these
nationalisms, we can understand how Latin America relates to the rest of the world. As Latin America inserts itself into a rapidly
globalizing world, understanding the changing nature of national identify and nationalism is key. By tracing the important historical
origins of present-day Latin American nationalism, this book gives readers a thorough introduction to the subject. Only by
understanding how nationalism came to be such an important social and political force, can we understand its significance today.
In turn, understanding Latin American nationalism helps us understand how Latin America shapes, and is shaped by, a rapidly
globalizing world.
This dissertation discusses contemporary U.S. women's literature in the context of women's struggles with nation and nationalism,
examining how Leslie Marmon Silko, Gloria Naylor, Maxine Hong Kingston, and Nora Okja Keller contest articulations of gender,
ethnicity, and cultural affiliations in terms of the dynamics of national inclusion and exclusion. Silko's Ceremony (1977), Naylor's
Linden Hills (1985), Kingston's The Woman Warrior (1976), and Keller's Comfort Woman (1997) were written at the crossroads
between contemporary feminisms and nationalisms and reveal women's centrality to national projects. Approaching these four
literary texts not only as cultural narrations of nation but also as critical engagements between feminism and nationalism, this
dissertation argues that postnational and/or transnational politics are manifest in these women writers' articulation of women's
liminality between their cultural nations and the U.S. The chapters that follow analyze how women writers narrate the nation in
various contexts while reinscribing women as subjects of national agency and the U.S. as a transnational and postnational site of
contending memories and national narratives. Chapter II examines a possible women's nationalist attempt to de-essentialize the
nation by reading Silko's Ceremony. Silko provides a hybrid narration of the nation that challenges the full blood subjects'
hegemonic model of Native American cultural nationalism. Silko, however, uses the gendered rhetoric of nation-as-women and
denies women as national subject. Chapter III moves to a critical standpoint on cultural nationalism through reading Naylor's
Linden Hills. Tackling the unmarked status of masculinity in Silko's project, chapter III examines how Naylor problematizes the
gendered foundations of the African American cultural nation and deconstruct her contemporary African American cultural
nationalism. Chapter IV discusses Kingston's The Woman Warrior as a literary supplement to hegemonic history of the U.S. and
Asian America and as a feminist corrective to masculinist narrations of the nation. The last chapter discusses the possibilities of
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transnational feminist coalitions through reading Keller's Comfort Woman. In their feminist, transnational, or postnational critiques
of nationalisms, women writers demonstrate that it is not possible to reimagin the nation without feminism and textually embody
the significant contributions of feminism to contemporary liberatory movements.
With the steady growth of interest in the history of India under the British, interpretations have emerged, and they may sharply alter
much of our thinking about Indian nationalism and British Imperialism. Some of these historical revisions, and the conclusions
which may flow from them, are illustrated by the essays in this book. All of them grapple with questions of Indian political
organization in different parts of the British Raj. They enquire how these organizations worked at different level; in the towns and in
the countryside, in the provinces and in the subcontinent itself. They examine how these kinds of politics came to be bonded
together into what were called 'nationalist' movements. They suggest that the interplay between these movements and British
Imperialism was very much more ambiguous than has been commonly supposed. All these essays are preliminary
announcements of findings which will later appear in longer versions.
This provocative collection of essays reveals the passionate voice of a Native American feminist intellectual. Elizabeth Cook-Lynn,
a poet and literary scholar, grapples with issues she encountered as a Native American in academia. She asks questions of critical
importance to tribal people: who is telling their stories, where does cultural authority lie, and most important, how is it possible to
develop an authentic tribal literary voice within the academic community? In the title essay, “Why I Can’t Read Wallace Stegner,”
Cook-Lynn objects to Stegner’s portrayal of the American West in his fiction, contending that no other author has been more
successful in serving the interests of the nation’s fantasy about itself. When Stegner writes that “Western history sort of stopped
at 1890,” and when he claims the American West as his native land, Cook-Lynn argues, he negates the whole past, present, and
future of the native peoples of the continent. Her other essays include discussion of such Native American writers as Michael
Dorris, Ray Young Bear, and N. Scott Momaday; the importance of a tribal voice in academia, the risks to American Indian women
in current law practices, the future of Indian Nationalism, and the defense of the land. Cook-Lynn emphasizes that her essays
move beyond the narrowly autobiographical, not just about gender and power, not just focused on multiculturalism and diversity,
but are about intellectual and political issues that engage readers and writers in Native American studies. Studying the “Indian,”
Cook-Lynn reminds us, is not just an academic exercise but a matter of survival for the lifeways of tribal peoples. Her goal in these
essays is to open conversations that can make tribal life and academic life more responsive to one another.
It Presents A Comprehensive Study Of The Transformation Of Indian Society, Through A Century And Half-Upto The
Commencement Of Second World War, And The Resultant Rise Of Indian Nationalism. It Gives A Historical, Synthectic And
Systematic Account Of The Genesis Of Indian Nationalism.
Offering a rereading of the American past and a critique of the present, an analysis of immigration warns that our ignorant fear of
nationalism--not assimilation of new immigrants--is the real danger that could destroy a healthy, emerging Americanism.
This volume brings together eminent Tagore scholars and younger writers to revisit the concepts of nation, nationalism, identity and selfhood,
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civilization, culture and homeland in Tagore’s writings. As these ideas take up the centre-stage of politics in the subcontinent as also
elsewhere in the world in the 21st century, it becomes extremely relevant to revisit his works in this context. Tagore’s ambivalence towards
nationalism as an ideology was apparent in the responses in his discussions with Indians and non-Indians alike. Tagore developed the
concept of ‘syncretic’ civilization as a basis of nationalist civilizational unity, where society was central, unlike the European model of statecentric civilization. However, as the subterranean tensions of communalism became clear in the early 20th century, Tagore reflexively
critiqued his own political position in society. He thus emerged as the critic of the nation/nation-state and in this he shared his deep unease
with other thinkers like Romain Rolland and Albert Einstein. This volume for the first time covers the socio-political, historical, literary and
cultural concerns relating to Tagore’s efforts towards the 'de-colonization' of the Self. The volume begins with various perspectives on
Tagore’s ‘ambivalence’ about nationalism. It encompasses critical examinations of Tagore’s literary works and other art forms as well as
adaptations of his works on film. It also reads Tagore’s nationalism in a comparative mode with contemporary thinkers in India and abroad
who were engaged in similar debates.
This book is a hard-hitting sociological critique of India's nationalist historiography. The National Movement is also examined critically.
Students of sociology, social anthropology, political science, and Indian history will take an interest in this volume.
What makes a nation a nation? A Biography of the Indian Nation contextualises this question in a uniquely new paradigm by concentrating on
the post-colonial phase rather than the colonial period of Indian history in charting the evolution of Indian nationalism. It gives primacy to
politics rather than concentrating merely on historicism and cultural analysis. As Professor Samaddar argues, it is only with the assumption of
state power that the nationalist journey in India can be said to have begun in earnest. He focuses on the encounters between the Indian
nation and its myriad `constituents`—rebels, communities, citizens and aliens—as well as with democracy, both conceptually and practically.
The volume offers an elegant and lucid analysis of a complex and dynamic process, delineating a theory of Indian nationalism that is not only
unique in its approach but exhaustive in its scope.
Tribal Worlds considers the emergence and general project of indigenous nationhood in several geographical and historical settings in Native
North America. Ethnographers and historians address issues of belonging, peoplehood, sovereignty, conflict, economy, identity, and
colonialism among the Northern Cheyenne and Kiowa on the Plains, several groups of the Ojibwe, the Makah of the Northwest, and two
groups of Iroquois. Featuring a new essay by the eminent senior scholar Anthony F. C. Wallace on recent ethnographic work he has done in
the Tuscarora community, as well as provocative essays by junior scholars, Tribal Worlds explores how indigenous nationhood has emerged
and been maintained in the face of aggressive efforts to assimilate Native peoples.
During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, North American Indian leaders commonly signed treaties with the European powers and the
American and Canadian governments with an X, signifying their presence and assent to the terms. These x-marks indicated coercion
(because the treaties were made under unfair conditions), resistance (because they were often met with protest), and acquiescence (to both
a European modernity and the end of a particular moment of Indian history and identity).In X-Marks, Scott Richard Lyons explores the
complexity of contemporary Indian identity and current debates among Indians about traditionalism, nationalism, and tribalism. Employing the
x-mark as a metaphor for what he calls the “Indian assent to the new,” Lyons offers a valuable alternative to both imperialist concepts of
assimilation and nativist notions of resistance, calling into question the binary oppositions produced during the age of imperialism and
maintaining that indigeneity is something that people do, not what they are. Drawing on his personal experiences and family history on the
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Leech Lake Ojibwe Reservation in northern Minnesota, discourses embedded in Ojibwemowin (the Ojibwe language), and disagreements
about Indian identity within Native American studies, Lyons contends that Indians should be able to choose nontraditional ways of living,
thinking, and being without fear of being condemned as inauthentic.Arguing for a greater recognition of the diversity of Native America, XMarks analyzes ongoing controversies about Indian identity, addresses the issue of culture and its use and misuse by essentialists, and
considers the implications of the idea of an Indian nation. At once intellectually rigorous and deeply personal, X-Marks holds that indigenous
peoples can operate in modern times while simultaneously honoring and defending their communities, practices, and values.
Native American Nationalism and Nation Re-buildingSUNY Press
A comprehensive account of the factors that led to the rise of Indian nationalism in the 19th and 20th centuries is provided in this detailed
history of modern India. The individuals and political groups responsible for inaugurating the first Western-style political organisations figure
prominently in the discussion of how the Indian National Congress affected the struggle for independence. The emergence of Gandhi as a
national leader, the non-violent techniques he espoused, and the attainment of independence shed light on the modern political situation in
India. This revised edition is updated to include recent leadership changes and the National Democratic Alliance.

Most writings on the theme of the nation confine themselves to discussions of ideology and thoughts on nationalism,
leaving out the question of the form of the nation. This selection of writings by Ranabir Samaddar fills in that void and
presents a whole range of dimensions, perspectives, and controversies of the last two decades on the question of the
nation in India. It looks at the form of the Indian nation in terms of contests, contradictions, classes, and nationalist
strategies of inclusion and exclusion, thereby addressing two significant issues in view of the nation form—its relation with
democracy and the problem of governing the nation. This selection not only comprises essays that stand on their own
merit, but also, in totality, presents a historical summary of the nation’s experience through decades—before and after
Independence.
A UNC Press Enduring Edition -- UNC Press Enduring Editions use the latest in digital technology to make available
again books from our distinguished backlist that were previously out of print. These editions are published unaltered from
the original, and are presented in affordable paperback formats, bringing readers both historical and cultural value.
Cultural Grammars of Nation, Diaspora, and Indigeneity in Canada considers how the terms of critical debate in literary
and cultural studies in Canada have shifted with respect to race, nation, and difference. In asking how Indigenous and
diasporic interventions have remapped these debates, the contributors argue that a new “cultural grammar” is at work
and attempt to sketch out some of the ways it operates. The essays reference pivotal moments in Canadian literary and
cultural history and speak to ongoing debates about Canadian nationalism, postcolonalism, migrancy, and
transnationalism. Topics covered include the Asian race riots in Vancouver in 1907, the cultural memory of internment
and dispersal of Japanese Canadians in the 1940s, the politics of migrant labour and the “domestic labour scheme” in
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the 1960s, and the trial of Robert Pickton in Vancouver in 2007. The contributors are particularly interested in how
diaspora and indigeneity continue to contribute to this critical reconfiguration and in how conversations about diaspora
and indigeneity in the Canadian context have themselves been transformed. Cultural Grammars is an attempt to address
both the interconnections and the schisms between these multiply fractured critical terms as well as the larger conceptual
shifts that have occurred in response to national and postnational arguments.
Harry S. Truman once said, "Ours is a nation of many different groups, of different races, of different national origins."
And yet, the debate over what it means--and what it takes--to be an American remains contentious. Nationalist solidarity,
many claim, requires a willful blending into the assimilationist alloy of these United States. Others argue that the interests
of both nation and individual are best served by allowing multiple traditions to flourish--a salad bowl of identities and
allegiances, rather than a melting pot. Tracing how Americans have confronted and relinquished, but mostly clung to
group identities over the past century, Desmond King here debunks one of the guiding assumptions of American
nationhood, namely that group distinction and identification would gradually dissolve over time, creating a "postethnic"
nation. Over the course of the twentieth century, King shows, the divisions in American society arising from group
loyalties have consistently proven themselves too strong to dissolve. For better or for worse, the often-disparaged politics
of multiculturalism are here to stay, with profound implications for America's democracy. Americans have now entered a
post-multiculturalist settlement in which the renewal of democracy continues to depend on groups battling it out in
political trenches, yet the process is ruled by a newly invigorated and strengthened state. But Americans' resolute
embrace of their distinctive identities has ramifications not just internally and domestically but on the world stage as well.
The image of one-people American nationhood so commonly projected abroad camouflages the country's sprawling,
often messy diversity: a lesson that nation-builders worldwide cannot afford to ignore as they attempt to accommodate
ever-evolving group needs and the demands of individuals to be treated equally. Spanning the entire twentieth century
and encompassing immigration policies, the nationalistic fallout from both world wars, the civil rights movement, and
nation-building efforts in the postcolonial era, The Liberty of Strangers advances a major new interpretation of American
nationalism and the future prospects for diverse democracies.
Over the last twenty years, Native American literary studies has taken a sharp political turn. In this book, Matthew
Herman provides the historical framework for this shift and examines the key moments in the movement away from
cultural analyses toward more politically inflected and motivated perspectives. He highlights such notable cases as the
prevailing readings of the popular within Native American writing; the Silko-Erdrich controversy; the ongoing debate over
the comparative value of nationalism versus cosmopolitanism within Native American literature and politics; and the
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status of native nationalism in relation to recent critiques of the nation coming from postmodernism, postcolonialism, and
subaltern studies. Herman concludes that the central problematic defining the last two decades of Native American
literary studies has involved the emergence in theory of anti-colonial nationalism, its variants, and its contradictions. This
study will be a necessary addition for students and scholars of Native American Studies as well as 20th-century literature.
Americans' first attempts to forge a national identity coincided with the apparent need to define--and limit--the status and
rights of Native Americans. During these early decades of the nineteenth century, the image of the "Indian" circulated
throughout popular culture--in the novels of James Fenimore Cooper, plays about Pocahontas, Indian captivity
narratives, Black Hawk's autobiography, and visitors' guides to the national capitol. In exploring such sources as well as
the political and legal rhetoric of the time, Susan Scheckel argues that the "Indian question" was intertwined with the
ways in which Americans viewed their nation's past and envisioned its destiny. She shows how the Indians provided a
crucial site of reflection upon national identity. And yet the Indians, by being denied the natural rights upon which the
constitutional principles of the United States rested, also challenged American convictions of moral ascendancy and
national legitimacy. Scheckel investigates, for example, the Supreme Court's decision on Indian land rights and James
Fenimore Cooper's popular frontier romance The Pioneers: both attempted to legitimate American claims to land once
owned by Indians and to assuage guilt associated with the violence of conquest by incorporating the Indians in a version
of the American political "family." Alternatively, the widely performed Pocahontas plays dealt with the necessity of
excluding Indians politically, but also portrayed these original inhabitants as embodying the potential of the continent
itself. Such examples illustrate a gap between principles and practice. It is from this gap, according to the author, that the
nation emerged, not as a coherent idea or a realist narrative, but as an ongoing performance that continues to play out,
without resolution, fundamental ambivalences of American national identity.
" After the War of 1812, Americans belatedly realized that they lacked national identity. The subsequent campaign to
articulate nationality transformed every facet of culture from architecture to painting, and in the realm of letters, literary
jingoism embroiled American authors in the heated politics of nationalism. The age demanded stirring images of U.S.
virtue, often achieved by contriving myths and obscuring brutalities. Between these sanitized narratives of the nation and
U.S. social reality lay a grotesque discontinuity: vehement conflicts over slavery, Indian removal, immigration, and
territorial expansion divided the country. Authors such as Washington Irving, James Fenimore Cooper, Catharine M.
Sedgwick, William Gilmore Simms, Nathaniel Hawthorne, and Lydia Maria Child wrestled uneasily with the imperative to
revise history to produce national fable. Counter-narratives by fugitive slaves, Native Americans, and defiant women
subverted literary nationalism by exposing the plight of the unfree and dispossessed. And with them all, Edgar Allan Poe
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openly mocked literary nationalism and deplored the celebration of "stupid" books appealing to provincial selfcongratulation. More than any other author, he personifies the contrary, alien perspective that discerns the weird
operations at work behind the facade of American nation-building. "-When the first edition of this book appeared, India's independence from British rule was still a relatively recent event. This
fifth edition coincides with the return of the Congress Party to political power as the leading party in a new government in
India. The book gives a clear and comprehensive account of the complex factors which led to the rise and eventual
success of Indian nationalism in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries until recent times. It presents the story of what
was involved in the freedom struggle -- the nationalist demands brought together by clearly formulated, underlying
notions of cultural and national identity which convinced the British politicians that their withdrawal was not only a
necessity but an imperative that could not be, nor should be, long denied. The analysis begins with the groups and
individuals responsible for Western-style political organisations, examining their social background and the part played by
the Indian National Congress in the struggle for independence. The narration traces the developments from Nehru and
Indira Gandhi through to Rajiv Gandhi as prime ministers of India, the coming of VP Singh, the demolition of Babri Masjid
in Ayodhya in 1992, and its aftermath, the coming of the National Democratic Alliance to power with BJP at the head in
1999 up to its defeat in the 2004 elections, and the comeback of the Congress.
Explores how foreign policy was used to promote American nationalism by creating external threats in the early republic.
Traces the ways in which the author believes America's leaders have unscrupulously manipulated nationalism throughout history,
evaluating the ways in which citizen beliefs about religion, class, race, and other factors have been exploited to promote political
divides, with violent consequences.
"First published in 1948 by Popular Prakashan Pvt. Ltd"--Title page verso.
“The age of transnational humanities has arrived.” According to Steven Salaita, the seemingly disparate fields of Palestinian
Studses and American Indian studies have more in common than one may think. In Inter/Nationalism, Salaita argues that
American Indian and Indigenous studies must be more central to the scholarship and activism focusing on Palestine. Salaita offers
a fascinating inside account of the Boycott, Divestment, and Sanctions (BDS) movement—which, among other things, aims to end
Israel’s occupation of Palestinian land. In doing so, he emphasizes BDS’s significant potential as an organizing entity as well as
its importance in the creation of intellectual and political communities that put Natives and other colonized peoples such as
Palestinians into conversation. His discussion includes readings of a wide range of Native poetry that invokes Palestine as a
theme or symbol; the speeches of U.S. President Andrew Jackson and early Zionist thinker Ze’ev Jabotinsky; and the discourses
of “shared values” between the United States and Israel. Inter/Nationalism seeks to lay conceptual ground between American
Indian and Indigenous studies and Palestinian studies through concepts of settler colonialism, indigeneity, and state violence. By
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establishing Palestine as an indigenous nation under colonial occupation, this book draws crucial connections between the
scholarship and activism of Indigenous America and Palestine.
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